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Metal-semiconductor transition in armchair carbon nanotubes
by symmetry breaking

Yan Li,a) Slava V. Rotkin,b) and Umberto Ravaioli
Beckman Institute for Advanced Science and Technology, University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign,
405 N. Mathews, Urbana, Illinois 61801

(Received 1 July 2004; accepted 31 August 2004)

The electronic band structure of armchair carbon nanotubes may be considerably modified by
potentials with angular dependence. Different angular modesVq,cosqu have been studied within
a tight-binding scheme. Using symmetry arguments, we demonstrate a bandgap opening in these
metallic nanotubes when certain selection rules are satisfied for both potential and nanotube
structure. We estimate the bandgap opening as a function of both the external potential strength and
the nanotube radius and suggest an effective mechanism of metal-semiconductor transition by
combination of different forms of perturbations. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
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Armchair single-wall carbon nanotubes(SWNTs) with
indicessn,nd are metallic with two subbands crossing at
Fermi level, which is allowed by opposite parities of th
two subbands with regard to then vertical mirror reflection
sv. It is interesting to explore if one can break the mir
symmetry and generate a bandgap by choosing appro
angular perturbations, so that one can modify and co
nanotube material properties for applications. It was rec
proposed to use a very inhomogeneous electric field t
duce metal-semiconductor transition(MST) in armchair
SWNTs.1 Other types of circumferential perturbations w
studied including intra-rope interaction,2 twisting or
bending,3 squashing4–7 and applying uniform perpendicul
electric fields.8,9 Some perturbations indeed were found
induce MST, which was attributed partially to the break
of SWNT mirror symmetry. However, there still remains
open question if mirror symmetry breaking(MSB) is a suf-
ficient condition to bring in a bandgap in armchair tubes.
example, in the case of bending or applying a uniform e
tric field, by rotating the armchair nanotube, one can alw
find an alignment that breaks all vertical mirror symmet
but the nanotube remains metallic, which cannot be
plained by the MSB argument alone.

In this letter, we apply potentials with angular dep
dence to modulate the band structure and electronic pr
ties of the armchair SWNTs. We choose angular modeVq

=V0 cosqu or their combinations to study gap open
within an orthogonalp-orbital tight-binding (TB) scheme
We found that(1) breaking symmetries about all the verti
mirror reflections andC2 rotations(see below) is required to
mix the two linear subbands near the Fermi level;(2) selec-
tion rules of subband coupling impose additional requ
ment on the angular momentum of the perturbation, e.
single mode with oddq does not generate any bandgap;(3)
for modes with evenq, MST is only possible for tubes wi
specific indicesn to satisfy selection rules described belo

Selection Rules. The symmetry group of asn,nd arm-
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chair SWNT consists of vertical mirror planessv, horizonta
mirror planessh and rotation axesC2;hU ,U8j (Fig. 1). Ev-
ery electron state can be labeled by a set of quantum
bers: an axial wave numberk, an angular quantum numb
m, a parity with regard to the vertical mirror reflecti
svsA/Bd and a parity to the horizontal mirror reflecti
shs+/−d. There are also two sets ofC2 axesU andU8, which
are perpendicular to the tube axis. The two linear subb
upl and up*l, both havem=n and even parities aboutsh,
while their parities aboutU, U8 and sv are opposite.10 It is
the differentparities that allow the two subbands to cro
and be degenerate at the Fermi points. We do not con
potentials with an axial space dependence, thus, the qua
numberk is conserved.

What are the symmetry conditions required for MST
armchair nanotube?

Rule 1: All symmetries about vertical mirror planessv
andC2 axesU, U8 must be broken simultaneously.

The selection rules of subband coupling impose a
tional requirement on theangular quantum numberof the
potential as well as the nanotube indices. Assume tha
external potential has only one angular modeVqsud
,cosqsu+u0d, where an arbitrary offsetu0 is zero when
mirror plane of the potential coincides with the one of

l:

l
FIG. 1. Left: Symmetry operations of asn,nd armchair nanotube. Righ
Unwrapped unit cell of a(5,5) nanotube and schematics of an exte

potential of the formV=V0ssin u+sin 2ud.
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SWNT. The conservation of total quantum numbersk andm
imposes the selection rules for direct subband coupling
sn,nd SWNT: dk=0 anddm= ±q+2nj, with j an integer. Th
indirect interaction betweenupl andup*l statesHpp* can thus
be represented by a Feynman-like diagram, or as a pert
tion series of the coupling orderm [Fig. 2(a)]. Here all al-
lowed intermediate stateshmi ,sij are states of the given a
gular momentumm and pseudo-spins, with s= ±1 denoting
the conduction and valence bands, respectively. Due t
symmetry of electron and hole bands, contributions of e
m cancel out as shown in Fig. 2(b) (a detailed example wi
be shown below). Thus, only for odd coupling orderm, there
can be a nonvanishing coupling betweenupl and up*l states
The most important contribution comes from thelowest pos
siblem which ism0=2n/gcds2n,qd, where gcd is the greate
common divisor. We formulate the second rule for the M
in the single mode angular potentialVq.

Rule 2:

m0 ;
2n

gcds2n,qd
= odd.

One conclusion we can draw immediately is that the
no MST whenq is odd, because thenm0 is even, which
violates rule 2. This is consistent with the absence of
bandgap for armchair SWNTs under a uniform perpendic
electric field, i.e.,q= ±1.9

By nearly degenerate perturbation theory, we derive
dependence of the bandgap opening on the angular offsu0.
We already know that whenu0=0, there shall be no bandg
according to rule 1. By changing the relative alignmen
the SWNT and the potential, a bandgap starts to develop
Eg can be estimated as

Egsu0d = Eg
maxsinsm0qu0d. s1d

It is self-evident that the maximum of the bandgap is
u0=p / s2m0qd when Vq is so aligned that the potential
antisymmetric about one of the vertical mirror planes.

The case withq=2 is reminiscent of squashing an ar
chair SWNT. Our analysis explains why a small band
was found in as5,5d SWNT in Ref. 4 but not ins6,6d
SWNT in Ref. 6 ors8,8d SWNT in Ref. 7. Sincem0=n for
q=2, only SWNTs with oddn can open a bandgap. In(8,8)
and(6,6) armchair nanotubes there should be no mixing
tween the crossing subbands. For oddn, the bandgap ope
ing is roughlyEg~V0

n sins2nu0d and decreasing for large r
dius nanotubes due to the higher order of perturbation.
maximum bandgap of a(5,5) SWNT by theq=2 potential is
of the order of 0.1 eV within our TB calculation.

The most interesting case for potential application

FIG. 2. (a) Feynman diagram for interaction betweenupl and up*l states
uil= umi ,sil. (b) Two examples of the contributions that cancel out fom
=even.
that the potential has short oscillation period:q=2n, which
Downloaded 03 Nov 2004 to 128.180.23.219. Redistribution subject to AIP
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yields direct mixing to the coupling orderm0=1. Assuming
no overlap between orbitals on different atomic sites, an
lytical expression for the bandgap can be obtained by
degenerate perturbation theory

Eg = Î3V0 sins2nu0d. s2d

Sinceupl and up*l are now directly coupled, the bandgap
proportional to the perturbation and the relation in Eq.(2)
holds up to a few eV. Potential of this formsq=2nd requires
changing the sign of the electrostatic potential alternat
on neighboring carbon atoms. One can possibly gen
such perturbations by twisting, chemical/biological dec
tion of the tube or by using the high multipoles of v
inhomogeneous potential.

The potential with mixed Fourier components. Realistic
perturbations usually have more than one dominating an
mode, which makes analytical expressions tedious. O
other hand, the interplay of the different angular compon
may result in stronger and more interesting perturbatio
the electronic properties of the SWNTs. For example,
transport behavior of a deformed nanotube may chang
der the control of the gate potential.11 When the strength o
the field across the SWNT is large, the gate potential s
the Fermi level and also modifies the band structure. In
simplest case, only two angular components are pre
H1=V1 cossu+u1d+V2 cosf2su+u2dg. Hereu1 andu2 are de
fined as the angular offsets of the mirror planes ofV1 andV2
with regard to that of the SWNT.

The coupling orderm0 is now a function of bothq1 and
q2. For q1=1,q2=2, the lowest allowed coupling is of t
third order throughupl↔ um1,s1l↔ um2,s2l↔ up*l and there
are 24 possible sets of intermediate stateshm1,s1;m2,s2j

sm1,m2d = 5s±1, 7 1d
s±1, ± 2d
s±2, ± 1d

^ ss1,s2d = H s±1, ± 1d
s±1, 7 1d

. s3d

Here m1,2= ±1, ±2 are the quantum numbers relative tom
=n. In general case, the bandgap opening is related t
off-diagonal elementHpp* in the 232 matrix of p and p*

states, which can be written via contributions from diffe
intermediate sets ofuil;umi ,sil

Hpp*
smd shijd =

kpuH1u1l . . . ki uH1ui + 1l . . . km − 1uH1up*l
fE0 − Es1dg . . . fE0 − Esm − 1dg

,

Hpp* = o
hmi,sij

Hpp*
smd shijd, s4d

whereE0=0 for symmetricp and p* bands andEsid is the
eigenenergy of the electron stateuil.

The matrix elementkVl=ki uVq cosqsu+uqdui +1l can be
simplified by neglecting the coupling between sublattice
an envelope function approximation

kVl < dDm,±q
Vq

4
eiDmuqs1 + sisi+1e

isfmi+1
−fmi

dd,

eifmskd = Cm
Askd/Cm

Bskd, s5d

whereDm=mi −mi+1 and Cm
A,Bskd are the coefficients of th

Bloch components on A and B sublattices in the electr
wave functions. Since one is mostly interested in the pro

ties of electronic states near the Fermi level, nearly degener-
 license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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ate perturbation theory will be appropriate as long as
perturbation is smalld=V0/E10!1, whereE10=vR/R is the
characteristic energy spacing between subbands. Subst
the allowed transitions of Eq.(3) into Eq. (4) and summing
up, we can get the analytical expression for the bandg
k=kF

Eg < 2uHpp*
s3d u =

V1
2V2

2E10
2 sins2Du12dSsin

p

3n
+ sin

p

6n
D

<
p

4n
E10SV1

2V2

E10
3 Dsins2Du12d , d3R−2, s6d

whereDu12=u2−u1 and the dimensionless potentiald is de-
fined assV1

2V2d1/3/E10. TheR−2 dependence makesEg of the
order of a secondary bandgap in quasimetallic SW
which decays with the inverse square of the radius.
should notice thatEg is only related to the relative ang
Du12. When Du12=0, the mirror planes of the two comp
nents coincide and perturbation theory predicts no ban
whether or not the total potential breaks the mirror sym

FIG. 3. The bandgap opening as a function of the dimensionless po
d=V0/E10 for sn,nd SWNTs withn=6,8,10,12, andV1=V2;V0. Inset: The
ratio Eg/d3 vs n−2 for TB results(solid squares) and results of perturbatio
theory (dashed line) with n=5, . . . ,12.
Downloaded 03 Nov 2004 to 128.180.23.219. Redistribution subject to AIP
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try. The maximum bandgap happens atDu12= ±p /4, which
corresponds to the configuration that the nodes of the
potential components overlap, as confirmed by numerica
results whennù5 (Fig. 3). Since this combination(q1=1
and q2=2) always gives a secondary bandgap unlessDu12
=0, which can be tens or hundreds of meV for SWNTs
a moderate radius, it may be an effective mechanism t
duce MST in armchair nanotubes and put them into tun
metallic field-effect transistors.1

In conclusion, we derived the selection rules for
metal-semiconductor transition of armchair SWNTs unde
external circumferential perturbation within the orthogo
p-orbital TB scheme. We evaluated the bandgap openin
a function of the external potential strength and its ang
alignment with SWNT mirror planes. Combinations of p
turbations of different angular modes are shown to ope
gap up to 0.1 eV fors6,6d SWNT and may represent
effective mechanism of the metal-semiconductor transit
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